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Shipping is by far the most significant mode of transportation for the carriage of freight. In terms of volume alone, no other mode comes
close. Its dominance is even more overwhelming when distances are accounted for. This book is concerned with the economics of this
pivotal mode of transportation. It reveals that the influences on the development and current state of shipping economics research are
extremely eclectic. The various chapters in the book represent areas that are of central concern to ongoing research in the field. As
such, the book is useful to students, researchers, industrialists, policy makers and consultants. The authors of the contributed chapters
are some of the leading names in the world of shipping economics, addressing a number of diverse areas: The econometric modeling of
shipping markets; Shipping finance (a critical issue in such a capital intensive industry); Fiscal policy (and its impact on an international
industry with great asset mobility) and Safety and security (aspects that have risen to prominence with increasing concerns over the
environment and international terrorism). Ultimately, while shipping as a business depends upon trade, it is absolutely certain that the
business of trade depends upon shipping. The final two chapters, therefore, incorporate aspects of network economics, welfare
economics and international trade theory to analyze where and how shipping sits within the wider perspective of industrial supply
chains. Professor Kevin Cullinane, BA BSc MSc PhD FCILT CNI Professor Kevin Cullinane is Chair in Marine Transport and
Management at the University of Newcastle in the U.K. He was previously Professor and Head of the Department of Shipping and
Transport Logistics at the Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Head of the Centre for International Shipping and Transport at Plymouth
University, Senior Partner in his own transport consultancy company and Research Fellow at the University of Oxford Transport Studies
Unit. He is a Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Logistics and Transport and has been a transport adviser to the governments of Hong
Kong, Egypt, Chile and the U.K. He holds visiting Professorships at a number of institutions and an Honorary Professorship at the
University of Hong Kong.
Sea freight remains overwhelmingly the most common form of transport for goods globally. Grasp the core theories and understand the
latest research in maritime logistics, along with how this field operates and contributes to global supply chains, with this key textbook.
Maritime Logistics provides a complete overview of the core concepts within this discipline from a range of international expert
contributors. This textbook examines the recent developments in the ports and shipping industries including supply chain strategies and
emerging, innovative practices. Designed for maritime students and professionals, the structure offers a complete approach with an
emphasis on developing a well-rounded knowledge and understanding of the field. The third edition is fully updated with new content
on maintenance optimization, supply chain integration, economies of scale within liner shipping and port performance and
management. In addition, this edition examines new technologies, considers new and existing risks to the maritime supply chain as well
as generally how maritime logistics will continue to evolve. For those seeking to become maritime logistics specialists, this is the
authoritative companion.
Dry cargo chartering describes work at the coalface of the dry cargo sector; mainly involving the shipping of bulk commodities. This
book describes in detail how this part of the industry works as well as going into detail on the less familiar and more unusual cargoes
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and trades. It describes the different roles of the ship owner, the charterer, the shipbroker as well as the duties of the back-office staff.
It goes into the nuts and bolts of charter parties and different types of shipping documentation as well as the types of employment of
ships, including various commodities and cargoes. This volume is aimed at industry personnel who wish to proceed down a certain road
within the shipping industry. It will be essential reading if that is a dry cargo route, but will also be beneficial to the students who wish
to expand their knowledge of the industry a bit further.
Strategic Coupling
Theory and Practice
Dry Cargo Chartering
Design Principles of Ships and Marine Structures
The Competitiveness of Global Port-Cities

Bringing together an international network of leading scholars, this multidisciplinary book unravels some of the most
pressing challenges to shipping, ports, and logistics. Divided into five parts--shipping, the analysis of flows and networks,
terminal operations and performance, logistics, and port development and governance--this record is an essential read
for practitioners in the maritime and logistics world, postgraduate students, policy makers, and professional
organizations. As market players expand and improve their services in line with increased requirements on rates,
reliability, environmental footprint, and safety and security, this compendium encourages further systematic thinking.
2013 International Conference on Complex Science Management and Education Science, will be held in Kunming, China
on 23rd-24th Nov. 2013. This conference is sponsored by Advanced Science Research Center, some universities and
some Enterprises. 2013 International Conference on Complex Science Management and Education Science
(CSMES2013) will provide an excellent international forum for sharing knowledge and results in theory, methodology and
applications of Complex Science Management and Education Science . The conference looks for significant contributions
to all major fields of the modern Complex Science Management and Education Science in theoretical and practical
aspects. The aim of the conference is to provide a platform to the researchers and practitioners from both academia as
well as industry to meet and share cutting-edge development in the field. 2013 International Conference on Complex
Science Management and Education Science (CSMES2013) will be published by DEStech Publications. DEStech will
have the CDROM indexed in ISI (Institute of Scientific Information) and Google Book Search. DEStech will submit the
CDROM to ISTP and EI for worldwide online citation of qualified papers. We would like to extend our appreciation to all
participants in the conference for their great contribution to the success of csmes2013. We would like to thank the
keynote and individual speakers and all participating authors for their hard work and time. We also sincerely appreciate
technical program committee and all reviewers, whose contributions make this conference possible. Finally, I would like
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to thank the great support from DEStech Publications, Inc. Prof. Haiyan
This book is an annual research report prepared by the cruise industry experts and scholars at home and abroad invited
by Shanghai International Cruise Business Institute based on the current development situations of the international
cruise industry, is an important part of the “X Book Series” of the Social Science Academic Press (China). This book
consists of five parts, i.e., “General Report”, “Special Articles for High-quality Tourism: Common Value and Government
Management”, “The Cruise Industry”, “Policy Suggestions” and “Appendix”, and it has richer and more perfect
contents in comparison with the previous versions. Under the Book, the development environment of the cruise industry
at home and abroad during 2017-2018 as well as the development situations, strategic paths and future trends is
analyzed in the form of the General Report and the current development trend of the cruise industry in China is
introduced based on the top ten hot topics. With the economic development trend from the high-speed growth to the highquality development in China, the new topic “Special Articles for High-quality Tourism: Common Value and Government
Management” is presented in the Book to discuss the quality development patterns and paths of the cruise tourism in
China, the high-quality development mechanism of the cruise tourism as well as the cruise tourism market cultivation and
standardization system, so as to better enhance the quality of the cruise market development in China. In Part 3 “The
Cruise Industry” and Part 4 “Policy Suggestions” under the Book, the whole picture of the cruise economy in China in
the new era is presented, problems during the industrial development are analyzed and corresponding policy suggestions
are given.
The International Handbook of Shipping Finance is a one-stop resource, offering comprehensive reference to theory and
practice in the area of shipping finance. In the multibillion dollar international shipping industry, it is important to
understand the various issues involved in the finance of the sector. This involves the identification and evaluation of the
alternative sources of capital available for financing the ships, including the appraisal and budgeting of shipping
investment projects; legal and insurance aspects of ship finance; the financial analysis and modelling of investment
projects; mergers and acquisitions; and the commercial and market risk management issues involved. Edited by two
leading academics in this area, and with contributions from 25 prominent market practitioners and academics over 16
chapters, this Handbook covers shipping finance and banking, maritime financial management and investments. As such,
it includes: shipping markets; asset backed finance; shipbuilding finance; debt finance; public and private equity and debt
markets; structured finance; legal aspects and key clauses of ship mortgages; marine insurance; mechanisms for
handling defaulted loans; investment appraisal and capital budgeting; financial analysis and investment modelling;
business risk management and freight derivatives; and mergers and acquisitions. Thus, the Handbook offers a rigorous
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understanding of the different aspects of modern shipping finance and maritime financial management and investments,
the various characteristics of the available products, the capital needs and requirements, and a clear view on the different
financial management strategies through a series of practical examples and applications. Technical where appropriate,
but grounded in market reality, this is a “must-have” reference for anyone involved in shipping finance, from bank
practitioners and commodity trading houses, to shipbrokers, lawyers and insurance houses as well as to university
students studying shipping finance. Table of Contents Preface by Editors Manolis Kavussanos, Professor, Director, MSc
in International Shipping, Finance and Management, Athens University of Economics and Business, Greece Ilias Visvikis,
Professor, Director Executive Education and Professional Development, World Maritime University, Sweden Chapter 1:
Shipping Markets and their Economic Drivers Jan-Henrik Huebner, Head of Shipping Advisory, DNV GL, Germany
Chapter 2: Asset Risk Assessment, Analysis and Forecasting in Asset Backed Finance Henriette Brent Petersen, Head
of Shipping & Offshore Research, DVB Bank SE, The Netherlands Chapter 3: Overview of Ship Finance Fotis
Giannakoulis, Research Vice President, Morgan Stanley, USA Chapter 4: Shipbuilding Finance Charles Cushing, C.R.
Cushing & Co. Inc., USA Chapter 5: Debt Financing in Shipping George Paleokrassas, Partner, Watson, Farley &
Williams, Greece Chapter 6: Public Debt Markets for Shipping Basil Karatzas, Founder & CEO, Karatzas Marine Advisors
& Co., USA Chapter 7: Public and Private Equity Markets Jeffrey Pribor, Global Head, Maritime Investment Banking,
Jefferies LLC, USA Cecilie Lind, Associate Investment Banking, Jefferies LLC, USA Chapter 8: Structured Finance in
Shipping Contributor: Ioannis Alexopoulos, Director, Shipping Financier, Eurofin Group, Greece Nikos Stratis, Managing
Director of Augustea Group, UK Chapter 9: Key Clauses of a Shipping Loan Agreement Kyriakos Spoullos, Solicitor,
Norton Rose Fulbright, Greece Chapter 10: Legal Aspects of Ship Mortgages Simon Norton, Lecturer, Cardiff Business
School, UK Claudio Chistè, Investec Bank Plc., UK Chapter 11: Reasons and Mechanics of Handling Defaulted Shipping
Loans and Methods of Recovery Dimitris Anagnostopoulos, Board Member & Director, Aegean Baltic Bank, Greece
Philippos Tsamanis, VP - Head of Shipping, Aegean Baltic Bank, Greece Chapter 12: Marine Insurance Marc
Huybrechts, Professor, University of Antwerp, Belgium Theodora Nikaki, Associate Professor, Swansea University, UK
Chapter 13: Maritime Investment Appraisal and Budgeting Wolfgang Drobetz, Professor, University of Hamburg,
Germany Stefan Albertijn, CEO, HAMANT Beratungs-und Investitions GmbH, Germany Max Johns, Managing Director,
German Shipowners’ Association, Germany Chapter 14: Financial Analysis and Modelling of Ship Investments Lars
Patterson, Shipping Investment Analyst, Pacomarine Limited, UK Chapter 15: Maritime Business Risk Management
Manolis Kavussanos, Professor, Director, MSc in International Shipping, Finance and Management, Athens University of
Economics and Business, Greece Ilias Visvikis, Professor, Director Executive Education and Professional Development,
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World Maritime University, Sweden Chapter 16: Mergers and Acquisitions in Shipping George Alexandridis, Associate
Professor, ICMA Centre, University of Reading, UK Manish Singh, Manish Singh, Group Director - Strategy and M&A, V.
Group Limited, UK
Shipping Economics
Maritime Economics 3e
Shipping Innovation
Current Issues in Shipping, Ports and Logistics
2013 International Conference on Complex Science Management and Education Science

There were not many textbooks on shipping available for the students in the early 1990s. Therefore it was decided
to write Shipping in 1996. One year earlier, Niko Wijnolst had published Design Innovation in Shipping, based on
work at the Delft University of Technology. The two books together offered a comprehensive insight and overview
into the dynamics of global shipping and maritime innovation. Although the core of the books held its value, it was
decided to make an update of the two books and merge them into one new textbook, Shipping Innovation,
destined for a broad specter of maritime students and professionals. Some substantial new parts were added, as
well as some new contributions by other writers. This textbook offers a one-stop-shopping experience to those
students and professionals who wish to get acquainted with the multifaceted aspects of global shipping and its
everlasting innovation dynamics. Some of the new contributions are the mission-based design process of a
Panamax containership and a ro-ro vessel; sustainable shipping and innovation; and an innovation case-study on
the revolutionary design of a ballast-free ship.
This book is open access under a CC BY NC ND 4.0 license. This open access book discusses how Norwegian
shipping companies played a crucial role in global shipping markets in the 20th century, at times transporting
more than ten per cent of world seaborne trade. Chapters explore how Norway managed to remain competitive,
despite being a high labour-cost country in an industry with global competition. Among the features that are
emphasised are market developments, business strategies and political decisions The Norwegian experience was
shaped by the main breaking points in 20th century world history, such as the two world wars, and by long-term
trends, such as globalization and liberalization. The shipping companies introduced technological and
organizational innovations to build or maintain a competitive advantage in a rapidly changing world. The growing
importance of offshore petroleum exploration in the North Sea from the 1970s was both a threat and an
opportunity to the shipping companies. By adapting both business strategies and the political regime to the new
circumstances, the Norwegian shipping sector managed to maintain a leading position internationally.
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Ports and cities are historically strongly linked, but the link between port and city growth has become weaker. This
book examines how ports can regain their role as drivers of urban economic growth and how negative port
impacts can be mitigated.
Now in its second edition Maritime Economics provides a valuable introduction to the organisation and workings of
the global shipping industry. The author outlines the economic theory as well as many of the operational
practicalities involved. Extensively revised for the new edition, the book has many clear illustrations and tables.
Topics covered include: * an overview of international trade * Maritime Law * economic organisation and principles
* financing ships and shipping companies * market research and forecasting.
Shipping and Globalization in the Post-War Era
A Diagnostic Trade Integration Study
Review of Maritime Transport 2012
Recovering Decline, Managing Change

World maritime trade lost momentum in 2018, with volumes expanding at 2.7 per cent, below the historical averages of 3.0 per cent
and 4.1 per cent recorded in 2017. Total volumes are estimated to have reached 11 billion tons, an all-time high, according to
UNCTAD records. UNCTAD is projecting 2.6 per cent growth in 2019 and an annual average growth rate of 3.4 per cent for the
period 2019-2024. However, the outlook remains challenging, given the heightened uncertainty regarding trade policy and wideranging downside risks clouding the horizon. In 2018, world merchandise trade growth decelerated at an unexpected rate, and tariffs
on trade between China and the United States of America escalated amid mounting trade tensions and a proliferation of national traderestrictive measures. Apart from trade policy crosscurrents, geopolitics and sanctions, environmental concerns, fuel economics and
tensions involving the Strait of Hormuz - a strategic maritime chokepoint - were in the headlines. Other forces at work continued to
slowly reshape the maritime transport landscape. A new normal, contrasting with the historical perspective, appears to be taking hold.
This trend is characterized by overall moderate growth in the global economy and trade, a supply chain restructuring in favour of
more regionalized trade flows, a continued rebalancing of the Chinese economy, a larger role of technology and services in value
chains and logistics, intensified and more frequent natural disasters and climate-related disruptions, and an accelerated environmental
sustainability agenda with an increased awareness of the impact of global warming. A transition to the new normal calls for an
improved understanding of the main issues at stake, better planning, and flexible and forward-looking-policies that can effectively
anticipate change and enable appropriate response measures that take into account the heterogenous nature of developing countries as
a group and their varied local conditions and needs..
With over 80 per cent of global trade by volume and more than 70 per cent of its value being carried on board ships and handled by
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seaports worldwide, the importance of maritime transport for trade and development cannot be overemphasized. The 2017 Review of
Maritime Transport presents and discusses key developments in the world economy and international trade and related impacts on
shipping demand and supply, freight and charter markets, as well as seaports and the regulatory and legal framework. In addition to
relevant developments in 2016 and the first half of 2017, this year’s edition of the Review also features a special chapter on maritime
transport connectivity, reflecting the prominence of physical and electronic connectivity as a priority area in the trade and
development policy agenda.
The Definitive Reference for Designers and Design Students A solid grasp of the fundamentals of materials, along with a thorough
understanding of load and design techniques, provides the components needed to complete a marine platform design. Design
Principles of Ships and Marine Structures details every facet of ship design and design integration, and highlights the design aspects
that must be put together to create an integrated whole product. This book discusses naval architecture and marine engineering
applications and principles relevant to the design of various systems, examines advanced numerical techniques that can be applied to
maritime design procedure at the concept design stage, and offers a comprehensive approach to the subject of ship design. Covers the
Entire Sphere of Marine Design The book begins with an introduction to marine design and the marine environment, describing many
of the marine products that are used for transportation, defense and the exploitation of marine resources. It also discusses stability
issues relevant to ship design, as well as hydrodynamic aspects of resistance, propulsion, sea keeping and maneuvering, and their
effects on design. In addition to covering the various systems and sub-systems that go into making a complex product to be used in
maritime environment, the author explains engineering economics and its application in ship design, and provides examples wherever
necessary. Written by an author with more than 35 years of teaching experience, this book: Describes various design methodologies
such as sequential design process with the application of concurrent engineering and set based design factors in the use of computeraided design techniques Highlights the shape design methodology of ship forms and layout design principles Considers design
aspects relative to safety and risk assessment Introduces the design for production aspects in marine product development Discusses
design principles for sustainability Explains the principles of numerical optimization for decision-making Design Principles of Ships
and Marine Structures focuses on ship design efficiency, safety, sustainability, production, and management, and appeals to students
and design professionals in the field of shipping, shipbuilding and offshore engineering.
In common with previous issues, the 2012 Review contains critical analysis and a wealth of unique data, including long-term data
series on seaborne trade, fleet capacity, shipping services and port handling activities. This year's Review notes that world seaborne
trade grew by 4 per cent in 2011, whereas the tonnage of the world fleet grew at a greater rate, by almost 10 per cent, as shipowners
took delivery of vessels that had been ordered before the economic crisis began. With supply outstripping demand, freight rates fell
even further, to unprofitable levels for most shipping companies. For importers and exporters, however, the low freight rates helped
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to reduce transaction costs, which is important for helping to revive global trade. As freight traffic continues to grow, the question of
how to ensure the long-term sustainability of such growth is playing an increasingly important part in the policy debate on
globalisation, trade and development, environmental sustainability, energy security and climate change. Reflecting these new
realities, this year's Review of Maritime Transport addresses a range of relevant issues in this context and includes a special chapter
on sustainable freight transport. This chapter highlights the impacts of freight transport activity, for example on the environment,
human health and the climate, and the consequent need to reduce the sector's energy consumption and emissions. If left unchecked,
such unsustainable patterns are likely to intensify, increasing the potential for global energy and environmental crises, and risk
undermining progress being made on sustainable development and growth. Promoting a shift towards sustainable freight transport
will help improve the sector's energy efficiency, reduce its heavy reliance on oil, and limit environmental and climate change
impacts. In this context, developing effective policies and measures, including for the purpose of climate change mitigation and
adaptation, and ensuring appropriate financing, are major challenges, especially for developing countries
Tourism in Transitions
Shipping Statistics Yearbook
Review of Maritime Transport
Global Shipbuilding Industry Handbook. Volume 3. Asian Countries - Strategic Information and Contacts
Double-Hull Tanker Legislation
This book is a major work that focuses exclusively on ship finance and includes contributions on the increasingly complex field of ship finance,
which has over the last two decades become a key aspect in the world of shipping and ship owning. The book offers an enlightening mix of
theoretical analysis and well-founded practical insights into the daily markets. Given that ship finance continues to develop dynamically around
the world, the book covers subjects ranging from the German KG market to Islamic Finance, from loans to legal aspects and from asset pricing to
risk management.
With over 80 per cent of global trade by volume and more than 70 per cent of its value being carried on board ships and handled by seaports
worldwide, the importance of maritime transport for trade and development cannot be overemphasized. The 2017 Review of Maritime Transport
presents and discusses key developments in the world economy and international trade and related impacts on shipping demand and supply,
freight and charter markets, as well as seaports and the regulatory and legal framework. In addition to relevant developments in 2016 and the first
half of 2017, this year's edition of the Review also features a special chapter on maritime transport connectivity, reflecting the prominence of
physical and electronic connectivity as a priority area in the trade and development policy agenda.
Maritime Economics The Blackwell Companion to Maritime Economics presents a comprehensive and in-depth coverage of shipping and port
economics. Featuring contributions from the most respected international specialists in the field, this reference offers up-to-date insights into
maritime carriers and their markets (e.g., freight, intermodal and passenger), shipping economics (e.g., dry bulk, liquid bulk, container,
regulation, taxation, seafaring, safety and piracy), ship economics (e.g., equity, bond and hedging ship finance) and port economics (e.g.,
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governance, labor, competition, efficiency, choice, investment, clusters, inspection and security). In addition to providing a comprehensive survey
of the literature on past and current practices on a wide range of maritime topics, new empirical research on safety and piracy in shipping, ship
finance, and container terminal efficiency is presented as well as original theories for maritime carriers and ports that provide greater insights into
their operations. With its unprecedented breadth of coverage and range of scholarship, The Blackwell Companion to Maritime Economics
represents the new standard resource for any and all topics related to maritime economics.
This book explores the relationship between transition and tourism geographies on a global scale, discussing how tourism has been used as a tool
to recover from decline or to manage change caused by event-driven, rapid transitions in a region’s economy, politics or environment. With case
studies from Europe, America, Asia and Africa, it provides examples of how specific communities and industries around the globe have reacted for
better or worse. It also includes analyses of shifts within the tourism industry itself and examines the complex issues arising for localities that have
to face the demands and standards of an increasingly globally interlinked tourism industry. From Whistler to Angola, casino gaming in Colorado
to art tourism in Japan, the contributors investigate such factors as tourism-induced community change; the social and economic impacts secondhome owners have on rural communities in the developing world; reconstruction of local tourism systems after crisis events such as wars; and the
competitiveness of ski areas in light of climate change. Overall, the book offers a thoughtful study of the role of geographical and temporal scales
for tourism during periods of unprecedented transition, equipping readers with new ways of conceptualizing change and adaptation.
Prosperous Nation Building Through Shipbuilding
New Ship Construction
Attracting Investment in Bangladesh—Sectoral Analyses
Review of Maritime Transport 2017
East Asian Industrial Transformation in the New Global Economy

The OECD Business and Finance Outlook is an annual publication that presents unique data and
analysis on the trends, both positive and negative, that are shaping tomorrow’s world of business,
finance and investment.
Shipping and Logistics Management serves to consolidate the knowledge its authors have acquired
from being educators and observers of the shipping industry. Against the background of a global
business environment, it explains how the shipping market functions, examining the strategic and
operational issues that affect entrepreneurs in this industry. The authors discuss global trends and
strategies in the shipping business, looking at the role of logistics service providers and at how the
use of information technology can help shipping operations. Shipping and Logistics Management also
aims to answer several important questions in the shipping industry, including: what are the shipping
cost structures?, what are the patterns of sea transport? and how do companies in the shipping
industry operate? An invaluable source of information for researchers and advanced, or graduate,
students, Shipping and Logistics Management is also a useful reference for shipping practitioners and
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consultants.
This book elucidates the potential of the shipbuilding industry for initiating economic development,
which eventually leads to enhancing the prosperity of a nation. This is explained by intrinsically
linking the macroeconomics of the nation with the microeconomics of the shipbuilding industry. The
economic and commercial spin offs by the shipyard to the various industries have been analysed and
calculated. An attempt has been made to trace the illustrious past of Indian shipbuilding from the
Bronze Age, through the ancient kingdom period, to the present times, in the backdrop of Indian
maritime history. The operational requirement of commercial as well as defence shipbuilding has
been analysed to assess the available potential market space for the Indian shipbuilding industry.
Lessons from history help to formulate future strategies. In pursuit of this, the book investigates the
global trends in commercial shipbuilding since the industrial revolution period to date; the success
stories of leading shipbuilding nations viz.UK, USA, Japan, Korea and China have been analysed. The
benefits accrued by these nations through shipbuilding have been summarised. The strategies
adopted by each of these countries to reach the pinnacle in shipbuilding have been examined and the
salient features relevant for India have been identified. Productivity measurement in shipbuilding has
been examined and the problems with the current system have been highlighted, along with solutions.
This book suggests the usage of Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA), a mathematical linear
programming technique, as an appropriate tool to measure total productivity as well as profitability.
The various ways of improving profitability in shipbuilding, by way of cost-cutting techniques, along
with some Indian case studies have been explained in the book. Keeping the ‘Indian Maritime Agenda
2010-2020’ vision document in the backdrop, a strategic appreciation of the Indian shipbuilding
industry has been undertaken using the SWOT, the Matrix and the Scenario analyses. Based on these
analyses, strategies have been formulated for all the stakeholders who can influence the Indian
shipbuilding industry. The book then identifies the need for an alchemist leader, who can harmonise
all the stakeholders and thereby propel the Indian shipbuilding industry towards achieving the longterm goal of creating a prosperous India.
This series contains the decisions of the Court in both the English and French texts.
Norwegian Shipping in the 20th Century
Construction Differential Subsidy
Strengthening Trust in Business
HSBA Handbook on Ship Finance
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Review of Maritime Transport 2016
The passage of the Oil Pollution Act of 1990 (OPA 90) by Congress and subsequent modifications of
international maritime regulations resulted in a far-reaching change in the design of tank vessels.
Double-hull rather than single-hull tankers are now the industry standard, and nearly all ships in the
world maritime oil transportation fleet are expected to have double hulls by about 2020. This book
assesses the impact of the double hull and related provisions of OPA 90 on ship safety, protection of
the marine environment, and the economic viability and operational makeup of the maritime oil
transportation industry. The influence of international conventions on tank vessel design and operation
is addressed. Owners and operators of domestic and international tank vessel fleets, shipyard operators,
marine architects, classification societies, environmentalists, and state and federal regulators will
find this book useful.
The Review of Maritime Transport is an UNCTAD flagship publication, published annually since 1968 with
2018 marking the 50 year anniversary. Around 80 per cent of the volume of international trade in goods
is carried by sea, and the percentage is even higher for most developing countries. The Review of
Maritime Transport provides an analysis of structural and cyclical changes affecting seaborne trade,
ports and shipping, as well as an extensive collection of statistical information.
The Review of Maritime Transport is an UNCTAD flagship publication, published annually since 1968. It
provides an analysis of structural and cyclical changes affecting seaborne trade, ports and shipping, as
well as an extensive collection of statistical information. The present edition of the Review of
Maritime Transport takes the view that the long-term growth prospects for seaborne trade and maritime
businesses are positive, with ample opportunities for developing countries to generate income and
employment and help promote foreign trade.
Very often the process of globalization is referred the word economy evolution. Often we measure and
study globalization in the economic relevance. The economy is possibly the most recognized dimension of
globalization. That is why we see many new phenomena and processes on economic macro levels and economic
sectoral horizons as well as on specific "geography of globalization". The book The Economic Geography
of Globalization consists of 13 chapters divided into two sections: Globalization and Macro Process and
Globalization and Sectoral Process. The Authors of respective chapters represent the great diversity of
disciplines and methodological approaches as well as a variety of academic culture. This book is a
valuable contribution and it will certainly be appreciated by a global community of scholars.
Review of Maritime Transport 2020
An Assessment of the Oil Pollution Act of 1990
Report on the Development of Cruise Industry in China (2018)
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OECD Business and Finance Outlook 2019 Strengthening Trust in Business
Maritime Logistics

This open access book belongs to the Maritime Business and Economic History strand of the
Palgrave Studies in Maritime Economics book series. This volume highlights the contribution of
the shipping industry to the transformations in business and society of the postwar era.
Shipping was both an example and an engine of globalization and structural change. In turn, the
industry experienced and pioneered, mirrored and enabled key developments that led to the
present-day globalized economy. Contributions address issues such as the macro-level shift of
shipping’s centre of gravity from Europe to Asia, the political and legal frameworks within
which it developed, the strategies and performance of both successful and unsuccessful firms,
and the links between the shipping industry and the wider economy and society. Without shipping
and its ability to forge connections and networks of a global reach, the modern world would
look very different. By bringing together scholars from various disciplinary and national
backgrounds, this book advances our understanding of the linkages that bind economies and
societies together.
This is volume 3 of a three-volume publication on Bangladesh’s trade prospects. Bangladesh’s
ambition is to build on its very solid growth and poverty reduction achievements, and
accelerate growth to become a middle income country by 2021, and share prosperity more widely
amongst its citizens. This includes one of its greatest development challenges: to provide
gainful employment to the over 2 million people that will join the labor force each year over
the next decade. Moreover, only 54.1 million of its 94 million working age people are employed.
Bangladesh needs to use its labor endowment even more intensively to increase growth and, in
turn, to absorb the incoming labor. The Diagnostic Trade Integration Study identifies the
following actions centered around four pillars to sustain and accelerate export growth: (1)
breaking into new markets through a) better trade logistics to reduce delivery lags ; as world
markets become more competitive and newer products demand shorter lead times, to generate new
sources of competitiveness and thereby enable market diversification; and b) better
exploitation of regional trading opportunities in nearby growing and dynamic markets,
especially East and South Asia; (2) breaking into new products through a) more neutral and
rational trade policy and taxation and bonded warehouse schemes; b) concerted efforts to spur
domestic investment and attract foreign direct investment, to contribute to export promotion
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and diversification, including by easing the energy and land constraints; and c) strategic
development and promotion of services trade; (3) improving worker and consumer welfare by a)
improving skills and literacy; b) implementing labor and work safety guidelines; and c) making
safety nets more effective in dealing with trade shocks; and (4) building a supportive
environment, including a) sustaining sound macroeconomic fundamentals; and b) strengthening the
institutional capacity for strategic policy making aimed at the objective of international
competitiveness to help bring focus and coherence to the government’s reform efforts. This
third volume provides in-depth analysis of eight different manufacturing and services sectors
of the Bangladeshi economy, which help to illustrate the thematic analysis of volume 2 and
ground it in sector experiences. Besides pointing to cross-cutting themes, the analysis also
highlights some specific issues and actions that could help relieve constraints to faster
export growth in these sectors.
Considers legislation to establish a subsidy program for Great Lakes bulk cargo shippers to
promote the construction of new ore transport vessels.
In Strategic Coupling, Henry Wai-chung Yeung examines economic development and state-firm
relations in East Asia, focusing in particular on South Korea, Taiwan, and Singapore. As a
result of the massive changes of the last twenty-five years, new explanations must be found for
the economic success and industrial transformation in the region. State-assisted startups and
incubator firms in East Asia have become major players in the manufacture of products with a
global reach: Taiwan’s Hon Hai Precision has assembled more than 500 million iPhones, for
instance, and South Korea’s Samsung provides the iPhone’s semiconductor chips and retina
displays. Drawing on extensive interviews with top executives and senior government officials,
Yeung argues that since the late 1980s, many East Asian firms have outgrown their home states,
and are no longer dependent on state support; as a result the developmental state has lost much
of its capacity to steer and direct industrialization. We cannot read the performance of
national firms as a direct outcome of state action. Yeung calls for a thorough renovation of
the still-dominant view that states are the primary engine of industrial transformation. He
stresses action by national firms and traces various global production networks to incorporate
both firm-specific activities and the international political economy. He identifies two sets
of dynamics in these national-global articulations known as strategic coupling: coevolution in
the confluence of state, firm, and global production networks, and the various strategies
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pursued by East Asian firms to attain competitive positions in the global marketplace.
A Guide to Contemporary Shipping and Port Management
Lloyd's Maritime Asia
The Blackwell Companion to Maritime Economics
The Economic Geography of Globalization
EU Shipbuilding Industry Law and Regulations Handbook Volume 2 Strategic Information and
Regulations
New Ship Construction
For 5000 years shipping has served the world economy and today it provides a sophisticated transport service to every
part of the globe. Yet despite its economic complexity, shipping retains much of the competitive cut and thrust of the
“perfect” market of classical economics. This blend of sophisticated logistics and larger than life entrepreneurs makes it
a unique case study of classical economics in a modern setting. The enlarged and substantially rewritten Maritime
Economics uses historical and theoretical analysis as the framework for a practical explanation of how shipping works
today. Whilst retaining the structure of the second edition, its scope is widened to include: lessons from 5000 years of
commercial shipping history shipping cycles back to 1741, with a year by year commentary updated chapters on
markets; shipping costs; accounts; ship finance and a new chapter on the return on capital new chapters on the
geography of sea trade; trade theory and specialised cargoes updated chapters on the merchant fleet shipbuilding,
recycling and the regulatory regime a much revised chapter on the challenges and pitfalls of forecasting. With over 800
pages, 200 illustrations, maps, technical drawings and tables Maritime Economics is the shipping industry’s most
comprehensive text and reference source, whilst remaining as one reviewer put it “a very readable book”. Martin
Stopford has enjoyed a distinguished career in the shipping industry as Director of Business Development with British
Shipbuilders, Global Shipping Economist with the Chase Manhattan Bank N.A., Chief Executive of Lloyds Maritime
Information Services; Managing Director of Clarkson Research Services and an executive Director of Clarksons PLC. He
lectures regularly at Cambridge Academy of Transport and is a Visiting Professor at Cass Business School, Dalian
Maritime University and Copenhagen Business School.
Shipping and Logistics Management
Review of Maritime Transport 2019
The International Handbook of Shipping Finance
Review of Maritime Transport 2018
Contexts, Companies, Connections
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